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Eye-Catching Graphic Tools
Make your Posts stand out
Graphics are massively underused in getting work.
Below are VERY EASY digital tools that I use and love every day.
Free, or almost free.
They make people come to you, because they can't resist.
Example: use them for:
background for your LinkedIn Profile and across your social media
images for your LinkedIn Posts and status updates
media thumbnails in your Summary
presentations
slides
resume

CANVA
I made this document with Canva.
Amazing, cheap online graphic design tool. Most of my recent LinkedIn post and
background images, plus my document covers are made with Canva. Make your
slides, PDFs, your layouts. Resume templates.
I LOVE CANVA.

FREE PHOTO RESOURCES
The following photography sites offer 100% free highresolution photos that are
beautiful, slick, elegant.
StockSnap
Gratisography (super funky & fun)
PicJumbo
Unsplash
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TYPORAMA
Great phone app to put cool text fonts onto photos and images. Really easy and fast.

PICLAB
Great phone app to put cool edits and text onto photos and images. Really easy and fast.

SKITCH
Great FREE tool for your computer so you can edit images and photos by blurring out sensitive
parts & put circles, rectangles and arrows around things you want to highlight and point to.

PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE  GOOGLE DOCS HAS A GREAT ONE
Elegant, simple template. Example: use to tell your network that you’ve landed a
contract/project. Take a screenshot to use as thumbnail for a Status Update.

MOCKUP GENERATORS
Place your screenshots and images in reallife environments.
Great for making images look like they are hanging on the wall, books standing up with
shadow effects, your docs look like they are in the phone, on laptop screen, etc.
Place it
Creative Market

SQUARESPACE LOGO
A super cool tool that designs your logo for $10. The logos look great and professional. Perfect
for your consulting or sole trader business. Or if you want to put a unique image on a project.
Do not overcapitalise on a logo.

HOOTSUITE
Not a graphic tool, but a onestopshop that is really efficient for posting your status
updates on your LinkedIn profile, LinkedIn groups and all your social media channels, at
once. You can also schedule your updates so that you have a basic frequency of updates
coming out.
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